
 

 

  

CASE STUDY 

Flexible adhesive improves technical performance Our customer 

Process Instruments 

 

Customer benefits 

• Strong bonds and 

watertight seals to 

IP68 rating 

• Straightforward 

application from 

convenient 1:1 

cartridge 

• Versatile epoxy is 

used in multiple 

applications, helping 

inventory 

management 

• Potential to use the 

same adhesive in 

new applications as 

the company 

develops its product 

range 

Process Instruments (Pi) manufactures and supplies water analyser instrument 

solutions. Headquartered in the UK, the company has a growing global reputation 

for innovation, producing reliable, flexible, high-quality water quality analysers that 

can continuously and accurately measure water quality. 

As the business has grown, it has designed and manufactured new sensors, 

building a catalogue of custom sensors designed for different market sectors. The 

company is continuing to design and develop new products to better serve its 

customers. 

Challenge 

During product development, Process Instruments sought a material to stop a 

PG13 thread unlocking on its flow cells. It required a material that provided high 

bond strength between two stainless steel surfaces and was high viscosity, 

flexible, and offered good moisture resistance. The company struggled to find 

something suitable. 

Pi also wanted a way to secure and waterproof the IP-rated seal on the top of its 

sensors. Because Pi’s sensors go into high submersion applications, they must be 

totally watertight. Previously, the company relied on O-rings to seal the gland, but 

was experiencing problems, as well as finding appropriate materials difficult to 

source in the UK. 

Having worked with Intertronics on an earlier project for potting inside a sensor 

canister, Pi knew the team could help. Pi created a list of applications it needed a 

material for, and invited Intertronics to suggest a solution. 

 

IRS 2125 
High Performance 

Flexible Epoxy 

Adhesive 

Fisnar DC100 
Benchtop Digital 

Liquid Dispensing 

Controller  
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Paul Whitehead, Strategic Accounts Manager at Intertronics, said: 

“We visited the Process Instruments site to look at the applications and narrow down what would give 

the best results. Process Instruments were keen not to use too many different adhesives, so we 

identified versatile epoxies that could be used in multiple applications.  

“While IRS 2125 was developed as a cable sealing material, it is used as an adhesive due to its high 

bond strength. After listening to Process Instruments describe its needs and problems, IRS 2125 

appeared to be the optimum solution for both applications.”  

IRS 2125 flexible epoxy adhesive is a high performance black resin 

system. Its combination of good flexibility and strong adhesive 

strength lends itself to many high technology bonding, sealing, and 

insulating applications. A two part system with a simple 1:1 mix 

ratio, it is supplied in convenient side-by-side double syringe 

cartridges, complete with static mixing nozzles. The material can 

seal to IP68, continuous immersion, which was important for this 

application.  

Handling and processing 

Process Instruments can mix and dispense IRS 2125 directly from 

a 50 ml cartridge using static mixing nozzles, in combination with 

the Fisnar DC100 time/pressure dispenser. From each cartridge, 

the company can produce a full batch of products.  

Lewis Todd, Sensor Manufacturing Engineer at Process Instruments, said:  

“The material is easy to mix and handle as it is available in a convenient side by side cartridge, and 

the package size suits our process. Its 90 minute pot life gives us plenty of time to assemble our 

parts before the material begins curing.” 

Better performance 

Pi tested IRS 2125 on both the flow cell gland and thread locking 

application under 10 bar pressure and found better performance with 

IRS 2125 than previous materials. 

Ryan Blacklaws, Product Design Engineer at Process Instruments, said: 

“We were really impressed that we could create a 

watertight seal that we could pressurise to 10 bars, with no 

O-rings on the gland. IRS 2125 exceeded our expectations 

and, during our testing, we were unable to break the bond 

on various materials. 

“We’re now using IRS 2125 in three of our sensors and two 

of our flow cells, and going forward it will be in more 

products as we expand our range.” 

Lewis Todd, Sensor Manufacturing Engineer at Process Instruments, said: 

“As well as its impressive range of materials, we’ve really benefitted from the knowledge and 

expertise of Intertronics’ team, who gave us confidence we were using the right material for the 

application. 

(continued on next page) 

 

Secure, waterproof seal created 
around the top of the sensor using 
IRS 2125 

https://www.intertronics.co.uk/product/irs2125-high-performance-flexible-epoxy-adhesive/?utm_source=CaseStudy&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=ProcessInstruments&utm_content=IRS2125
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Station Field Industrial Estate 
Banbury Road, Kidlington 

Oxfordshire, England  OX5 1JD 
202405 

Contact us for more information on our 
adhesives 
t  01865 842842 
e  info@intertronics.co.uk 
www.intertronics.co.uk 

IRS 2125 High Performance Flexible Epoxy Adhesive 

• Excellent flexibility giving high shear and peel strength  

• Tough bonds that withstand vibration and flex  

• Outstanding chemical and fluid resistance, including moisture, diesel and fuel oils, hydraulic fluid, and 

temperature up to 150°C  

• Can seal to IP68 continuous immersion 

• Straightforward application from 50 ml cartridge 

• Will bond metal, glass, wood, rubber, and many plastics 

Applications include: Cable harness assemblies, wiring, cable joints & terminations, heat-shrink sealing. 

Electronics. Structural bonding. Downhole and oil well operations. 

“Working with Intertronics has been a smooth process from the beginning. We’d be keen to work 

together in the future on relevant applications.” 
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DC100 MAX Benchtop Digital Liquid Dispensing Controller 

• Precision regulator and high flow solenoid for high accuracy repeatable dispensing 

• Digital display and setting for time, pressure, and vacuum 

• User-friendly touch-sensitive controls 

• Will dispense both low and high-viscosity fluids using an adjustable 0-100psi pressure regulator 

• 16 programmable memory slots 

• 5 dispense operation modes (Manual, Teach, Timed, Time+, Cycle) and sequence function 

Applications include: LED bonding, lubricant/grease application, cyanoacrylate bonding, UV cure adhesive 

dispensing, encapsulation, flux dispensing, solder mask applications. 


